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Let it go, let it go 
 The RBNZ relaxed both owner-occupier and investor loan-to-value ratio restrictions (LVRs), in effect from 1 

January 2019. 

 Financial stability risks in the housing and dairy sectors are easing. 

 The easier restrictions could at the margin bring about more housing-related inflation, though the inflationary 

impact of the first LVR easing appeared insignificant. 

Summary 
Christmas has come early for the housing market as the RBNZ has partially unfrozen the Loan-to-Value Ratio 

restrictions (LVRs) across the board and by similar magnitudes to the easing announced a year earlier.  We were on 

the fence as to whether the RBNZ would ease the restrictions now or wait slightly longer.  The risk metrics pointed to 

reduced financial stability risks. But we put some weight on tentative signs of a spring bounce, strong provincial 

housing markets, and the lagged stimulatory effect of recent falls in interest rates as reasons not to rush.  With these 

factors in mind, it will be interesting to see the extent to which the housing market warms up next year. 

The housing market has been at an interesting juncture recently.  Sales turnover and listings rose sharply in October.  

A beat-the-foreign-owner-ban rush was one probable reason in some parts of the country.  But mortgage rates have 

been falling for months, with sub-4% rates now available to borrowers with 20% equity.  House price growth has been 

strong in a number of provinces and even accelerating in some.  So relaxation of the LVR restrictions is not without 

some risk, even though Auckland risks are slowly dissipating through a sustained period of flat prices. 

Over the next two to three years we would expect the RBNZ to gradually move the restrictions to a point at which 

they are no longer a binding constraint on credit availability – 

as long as low financial stability risks warrant further relaxation. 

We don’t see the easier LVR restrictions as having a material 

impact on the Official Cash Rate outlook. The easing of 

restrictions could at the margin bring about more housing-

related inflation, though the inflationary impact of the first 

easing appeared insignificant.  Very marginally, the relaxed 

restrictions reinforce that there is a high hurdle still for any 

near-term OCR cut.  But, as the outcome of a long review 

process, the RBNZ is flagging banks are likely to have to hold 

higher levels of capital.  That could have some marginal 

impacts on banks’ overall funding costs down the track.    1000
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As safe as houses… 

The RBNZ adjudged that housing risks have eased since May 

and, as a result, eased the Loan-to-Value ratio restrictions. 

Although the RBNZ remains wary of high levels of household debt 

(particularly amongst those who have recently purchased a home 

and investors), slowing house prices and credit growth have 

helped to “improve the resilience of the household sector.” The 

RBNZ also noted that Government initiatives are likely to continue 

to subdued house prices over the coming years and hence, appear 

less concerned about the chance of resurgence in the housing 

market. 

From the start of 2019, most owner-occupier purchasers will still 

require a 20% deposit but the speed-limit (or proportion of new 

lending with high LVR) will be increased to 20% from 15%. While 

we viewed the decision to ease the LVRs or not a lineball call, if the RBNZ did choose to ease the LVR restrictions we 

had expected that it would be focussed on owner-occupier lending. As a result, we were surprised to see the investor 

deposit/equity requirement reduced to 30% from 35%, with the speed-limit unchanged at 5%. It’s possible that the 

RBNZ is expecting Government policies to continue to weigh on investor activity outside of the LVR restrictions. But 

the shift, along with investors’ potential to leverage, does open the gate significantly compared to the peak 40% 

equity requirement that strongly contributed to bringing the Auckland housing market to its knees. 

There was a sharp lift in high LVR lending to first home buyers 

in early 2018 after the LVRs were eased. We will be watching 

to see how households and property investors respond to 

these changes.  

Dairy less risky  

Financial stability risks in the dairy sector have eased since the 

May report.  The RBNZ highlights that banks are “tracking less 

dairy lending to farms that are showing signs of stress.”  

Indeed, the RBNZ notes that the sector has been profitable 

recently, while increasingly “many farms are [using] higher 

revenues to pay down debt and banks are increasingly 

structuring loans on principal and interest repayment terms.” 

However, the RBNZ continues to point out that the sector 

remains “vulnerable to another price downturn.”  Also notably in this report, the bank discusses climate change’s 

potential impact on agriculture and on other sectors.  The RBNZ goes on to suggest that “an industry response to a 

variety of climate change-related challenges appears likely, requiring investment.” 

Global risk a greater concern 

The RBNZ is wary of global risks, with the FSR noting that global risks to financial stability have increased.  Global 

debt levels have built up significantly of late, asset prices are elevated and there is concern that markets are not 

adequately pricing in risk. A sudden shift in sentiment, triggered for example by a sharp increase in global interest 

rates or increasing protectionist sentiment on global trade could leave markets vulnerable. Admittedly, NZ banks have 

reduced their reliance on offshore funding, but the global scene is becoming more risky. The NZ economy remains 

reasonably well placed, although the RBNZ remains concerned over high household indebtedness and the 

vulnerability in the agricultural sector (notable dairy) to a downturn in global commodity prices. The NZD remains a 

safety valve and will partly help buffer the export sector from a global downturn, although the costs will be borne by 

the wider economy. 
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RBNZ flags higher bank capital requirements 

While the RBNZ will be relaxing the LVR criteria, it remains focused on making sure that the NZ financial system 

remains well placed to cope with adverse shocks.  Vulnerabilities caused by high levels of indebtedness in the 

household and agriculture sectors, and the reliance on foreign funding of New Zealand’s economy and banking system 

have improved somewhat, but remain significant according to the RBNZ.  NZ bank profitability remains high, reflecting 

low operating costs and strong asset performance, and bank capital and liquidity ratios are in excess of current 

regulatory requirements.  

However, there is the concern banks have been underinvesting in core IT infrastructure and risk management 

systems. To bolster financial resilience and to ensure that the banking system has sufficient capital, the RBNZ is 

currently undertaking a fundamental review of capital requirements for New Zealand incorporated banks.  In 

December, the RBNZ will release a consultation paper on the remaining elements of the capital review, including the 

setting of minimum capital ratios and buffers, with final decisions on all components of the capital review expected in 

the second quarter of 2019. The RBNZ’s preliminary view is that higher capital requirements are necessary, so that 

the banking system can be sufficiently resilient whilst remaining efficient.  Higher capital requirements could likely 

filter through into higher borrowing costs and offset the impact of the relation in the LVR restrictions. Watch this 

space, though any capital shifts remain some time off. 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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